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ABSTRACT PAGE

ABSTRACT

The iron absorption by duodenal enterocytes is a key step of its homeostasis. But the control of

this absorption is complex and cannot be fully explicated with present knowledge. In a global

transcriptome approach, we identified 60 genes over-expressed in hemin (iron) overload in

Caco-2 cells, an in vitro model of duodenal enterocytes. The challenge from there was to identify

the affected molecular mechanisms and achieve a biological interpretation for that cluster. In that

purpose, we built up a functional annotation method combining evidence and literature. Our

method identified four pathways in the Process hierarchy of the Gene Ontology (GO): lipid

metabolism, amino acid and cofactor metabolism, response to stimulus and transport. The

accuracy of this functional profile is supported by the identification of known pathways

associated with the iron overload (response to oxidative stress, glutathione metabolism). But our

method also suggests new hypotheses on the regulation of iron uptake in Caco-2 cells. It is

hypothesized that plasma membrane remodeling and vesicular recycling could be a potential

modulator of iron transport proteins activities. These assumptions yet require a biological

validation and they will therefore direct further research. Our functional annotation method is a

valuable tool designed to help the biologist understand the biological links between the genes of a

cluster, elaborate working hypotheses and direct future work. This work is also a validation ‘by

hand’ of a biomedical text-mining system.
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MAIN TEXT

INTRODUCTION

Iron (Fe) is essential for many key-life processes. In humans, anemia due to iron deficiency

affects millions of people worldwide. Paradoxically, iron can also be toxic depending on its

excessive accumulation. Indeed, pathogenic mutations in iron transporters and regulators

participate in hereditary primary or secondary iron overload diseases, including hemochromatosis

[1]. Iron overload promotes oxidative stress and can severely damage or abolish normal

bactericidal mechanisms in mammals tissue fluids leading to overwhelming growth of bacteria or

fungi. Because of its potential biological toxicity, and as part of defense against infection, iron

distribution is meticulously regulated. In mammals, there is no active excretion mechanism for

iron. Indeed, absorption is the most important regulation process of iron homeostasis [2]. It takes

place in the small intestine (duodenum, upper jejunum) in enterocytes and its control is a

complex process that cannot be fully explained with present knowledge [3]. Understanding the

molecular regulations of iron absorption is therefore a key-step for clarifying iron homeostasis

mechanisms.

Using a global (18.000 genes) transcriptome approach with Caco-2 cells as an in vitro model of

intestinal absorptive cells, we identified 109 genes whose expression varied significantly

according to the intracellular iron content [4]. These differentially expressed genes segregated in

5 expression clusters whether they were over- or under-expressed in response to high- or low-iron

concentrations : 10 genes over-expressed in ferritin overload, 60 genes over-expressed in hemin

overload, 6 genes under-expressed in hemin overload, 15 genes over-expressed in ferritin

depletion, and 18 genes over-expressed in iron free condition. Most of these genes had never
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been associated with iron metabolism. Based on the assumption that co-regulated genes share

similar promoters and/or are involved in similar biological processes [5], these genes could be

potentially involved in novel mechanisms of iron metabolism regulation. The challenge from

there was thus to biologically characterize our five clusters. Given that heme is a well-absorbed

form of dietary iron found in meat and that it provides one third of the dietary Fe in North

America and Europe, it takes a prominent place in iron absorption [6-8]. We therefore focused

our functional annotation on the 60 genes over-expressed in hemin overload condition (HO

cluster) .

The functional annotation of a gene cluster deals with the identification of shared biological

features among those genes. This step is essential for biological understanding of the cluster and

can be achieved in many ways. Annotation databases like UniProt, OMIM or GeneBank can be

used retrieving informations for each gene of a cluster to bring out their common points. This

manual method is an effective solution for a couple of genes but it is time-consuming and

fastidious for large clusters. Besides, in order to be consistent and coherent, this annotation must

be standardized.

GO (http://www.geneontology.org/) is a controlled vocabulary of about 20,000 terms organized

in three independent hierarchies for cellular components, molecular functions, and biological

processes. It has transformed the functional annotation of gene products and has rapidly become a

de facto standard in that field. Indeed, GO adresses the need for consistent descriptions of gene

products and the representation of the functional informations related to them. Most of the model

organisms and annotation databases use GO terms to describe the gene products or have been

mapped to the Gene Ontology. Most of these annotations are peer-reviewed as they are made by

trained biologists (annotators) or extracted from annotation databases. These informations are

publicly available in the Gene Ontology Annotation (GOA) database
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(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/GOA/) and many dedicated analysis tools are available on-line [9] and

offer automated, practical and efficient solutions for retrieving statistically over-represented –

’enriched’ – GO terms associated with a gene cluster. The major problem is that these enriched

terms are often broad and thus less informative terms of the GO hierarchies [10]. Moreover,

annotating genes with a controlled vocabulary is a tedious task needing an expert to inspect

carefully the literature associated with each gene to determine the appropriate terms. As a

consequence, the number of gene products and associated data are increasing faster than they can

be annotated, and there are genes for which attributes are not yet well known and for which the

literature has not yet been investigated by curators [11]. Annotation databases are therefore

incomplete. Due to these information gaps, the functional annotation of our clusters and their

biological interpretations remained complex and laborious.

Another obvious way to gather informations about gene functions is to read the scientific

literature. This method is also unrealistic for high-throughput data – biologists currently spend a

lot of time and effort in searching for all the available information about each small area of

research - but many efforts were made in Natural Language Processing (NLP) and a few groups

have demonstrated the ability for a computer to mine associations between gene symbols and GO

terms in the records of the MEDLINE database [12-16]. It is therefore possible to build a

functional annotation based on such associations. In a previous work [17], we showed evidence

of the efficiency of combining informations queried from an annotation database (the Gene

Ontology Annotation database) and informations extracted from the biomedical literature (the

PubGene index) (http://www.pubgene.org/) in order to achieve a more robust and exhaustive

annotation.
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In the present study we use our annotation method to infer a functional profile for a gene cluster

involved in a response to high-iron concentration. This cluster is made of 60 genes over-

expressed in hemin overload (HO) situations.

We will compare and exemplify our results with what can be obtained with a GOA-based

annotation tool for the HO cluster. We will also consider the benefits and limits of our method in

terms of precision (in the information retrieval sense), biological accuracy, representativeness and

comprehensiveness. Our methodology as been published elsewhere [17] and we will primarily

discuss here the biological interpretation of the HO cluster and show to what extend this method

helped us in this task: generating working hypotheses and directing future work. This study is

also an infrequent validation ‘by hand’ of an automated extraction method of biological

knowledge from scientific literature.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

HO cluster

The dataset used throughout this study is a cluster of 60 genes over-expressed in hemin overload

(HO) situations. This cluster was identified in a microarray screening (oligo 22K expression

array, Agilent technology) for variations in gene expression correlating with intracellular iron

content [4]. See Additional file 1 for details on the genes of the HO cluster.

GOTM

GOTM (GOTree Machine) (http://genereg.ornl.gov/gotm/) is a web-based platform for

interpreting microarray data or any other gene sets using the Gene Ontology. It is part of the gene
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set annotation module of the WebGestalt toolkit (WEB-based GEne SeT AnaLysis Toolkit)

(http://genereg.ornl.gov/webgestalt/). GOTM is cross-referenced for many identifiers including

LocusLink, Affymetrix (16 arrays), UniGene, Swiss-Prot, Ensembl and gene symbols (4 species).

Queries were performed with the list of the official gene symbols approved by the HUGO

Nomenclature Committee (HGNC) for the HO cluster. We chose GOTM for its tree-mode GO

visualization, the adequacy of its statistical model, and the possibility to upload our own list of

genes as the set of reference genes.

‘Enriched’ terms

A common problem in functional genomic studies is to detect significant enrichements of GO

terms (GO terms with a number of associated genes significantly higher than expected) within a

class of genes of interest, typically the class of significantly differentially expressed genes. This

task is performed using various statistical tests refered to as : the binomial test, the chi-square

test, the equality of two probabilities test, Fisher’s exact test and the hypergeometric test.

According to Rivals et al. [18], we chose the hypergeometric statistical model. The reference list

of genes was the whole Agilent array. Terms with a p-value ≤ 0.05 where considered enriched.

The analysis was restricted to the enriched terms associated with at least two genes in the HO

cluster.

GOA

The GOA database aims to provide high-quality supplementary GO annotation to proteins in the

UniProt (SWISS-PROT/TrEMBL) databases. Unlike many other annotation databases like

UniProt, OMIM or GeneBank, GOA offers a consistent description of the gene products by

describing them with controlled terms of the Gene Ontology. Most of the GOA content comes
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from the manual curation of scientific literature (peer-review), with semi-automatic and

electronic techniques being used to support the annotation process. The GOA files were

downloaded on October 2005. The same statistical model was used to identify enriched GO

terms: hypergeometric with the whole Agilent array as a reference. Terms with a p-value ≤ 0.05

were considered enriched. The analysis was also restricted to the enriched terms associated with

at least two genes in the HO cluster. This method was designed to offer a straightforward

comparison with GOTM.

PubGene

PubGene (http://www.pubgene.org/) is a web-based database of gene-gene and gene-term

associations based on co-occurrences in biomedical literature. It provides a full-scale literature

network for 25,000 human genes extracted from the titles and abstracts of over 14 million article

records from the MEDLINE citation database of the National Library of Medecine (NLM). The

method assumes that if two genes are mentioned in the same MEDLINE record there should be

an underlying biological relationship. Genes are linked to terms from the Gene Ontology and a

probabilistic score (p-value) is computed that reflects the gene-term association strength which

can be used to assess the relevance of each individual term. The computation of this probabilistic

score assumes that occurrences of the gene and the term are independent. Therefore, a binomial

formula  can be used to estimate the probability of finding the gene and the term together in an

article based on their respective frequencies in the whole database. Assuming a normal

distribution, the expected number of articles mentioning the gene and the term is then compared

to the number of times they actually occur together (see [19] for details). In clusters, the

reliability of each term is a multiplication of its probabilistic scores. The literature annotation was
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carried out with the 2.5 release of the PubGene database. Obsolete terms were replaced by

updated ones if present in the term definition table of the GO database (i.e., specified in the term

comment attribute) and obsolete terms with no updated term were discarded from the literature

annotation. Terms being poorly associated with the HO cluster (p > 0.01) were also discarded.

Enriched GO terms were identified with a hypergeometric model (whole Agilent array as a

reference, p-value ≤ 0.05). The analysis was restricted to the enriched terms associated with at

leasttwo genes in the HO cluster.

GO and other tools

The version of GO used throughout this study is the February 2005 monthly release, available

from the GO website. DAG graphical representations were achieved using dot v1.10 and

Graphviz 1.13(v16). All other graphics and statistical analyses were done using the R language

version 2.1.0.

Effectiveness measures

A standard procedure used for evaluating information retrieval systems is the measure of its

precision:

Precision = TP /(TP + FP)

In our evaluation, the precision is the fraction of retrieved enriched terms that are relevant (true

positives, TP) compared to all the retrieved enriched terms (true positives and false positives,

FP). The recall is the fraction of relevant terms retrieved by the method:

Recall = TP /(TP + FN)

This measure cannot be computed without quantifying all the relevant enriched terms that can be
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associated with our cluster, and particularly the relevant terms not retrieved by the method (false

negatives, FN).

RESULTS

GOTM

Forty-nine genes out of the 60 genes of the HO cluster are annotated with GO Process terms.

GOTM identified 15 enriched terms (p ≤ 0.05) associated with at least two genes of the HO

cluster (Figure 1A). These enriched terms annotate 38 (63.3%) genes of the HO cluster (Table 1).

Coarse-grained terms “metabolism” and “cellular metabolism” are respectively associated with

26 and 21 genes of the HO cluster. Seven enriched terms (46.6%) are specific to two genes:

GCLC and GCLM (Figure 2). These genes encode the two subunits of the human glutamate-

cysteine ligase (also known as gamma-glutamylcysteine synthetase) and are clearly up-regulated

in the hemin condition to compensate for the decrease of reduced glutathione observed with iron

overload [20]. The GOTM annotation emphasized two high-level pathways: “cellular lipid

metabolism” (5 genes) and “digestion” (2 genes). Nine genes (AKR1C3, AK1, ASL, FADS3,

FBP1, GCLC, GCLM, HMOX1, SLC23A1) were related to 11 enriched terms in the lower level

cysteine and glutathione metabolism pathways (Figure 2).

GOTM/GOA

Queries in the GOA Human database retrieved 81 GO Process terms associated with the same

genes. Among the 7 terms enriched (p ≤ 0.05) in GOA, 4 were also enriched in GOTM:
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“digestion”, “metabolism”, “cysteine metabolism”, “glutathione biosynthesis” (Figure 1A). Three

terms were associated with the HO cluster in GOA but not in GOTM: “signal transduction”,

“steroid metabolism” and “nucleobase, nucleoside, nucleotide and nucleic acid metabolism”.

Eleven enriched GO terms in GOTM were never associated with any genes of the HO cluster in

the GOA Human database (Figure 1A). The differences between the two methods resulted from

the use of the GO ’True Path Rule’ (http://www.geneontology.org/

GO.usage.shtml#truePathRule) in GOTM. This rule states that ”the pathway from a child term all

the way up to its top-level parent(s) must always be true”. One of its implications is that one can

expand a gene-term annotation to all its parent terms and increase the number of genes associated

with low-depth (high granularity) terms of the Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) of GO. This will

in turn increase the enrichment probabilities of such terms. For example, all the genes annotated

with “steroid metabolism” (AKR1C2, NR1I2 ) in GOA (Figure 2) are associated with parent

terms (“metabolism” and “cellular metabolism”) in GOTM . Conversely, 7 genes are associated

with the process “organic acid metabolism” in GOTM but this term is not enriched in GOA, these

genes being associated with children terms: AKR1C3 (“prostaglandine metabolism”), ASL

(“arginine catabolism”, “arginine biosynthesis”, “amino acid metabolism”), FADS3 (“fatty acid

biosynthesis”, “fatty acid desaturation”), FBP1 (“gluconeogenesis”), GCLC (“cysteine

metabolism”, “glutamate metabolism”), GCLM (“cysteine metabolism”) and SLC23A1 (“L-

ascorbic acid metabolism”). These two methods, based on evidence and peer-review, are highly

relevant: there were no false positives (precision 100 %) among the enriched terms. This delay

reflects however the laborious nature of a peer-reviewed annotation: our knowledge of biology

increases much faster than it is formalized and one of the consequences is that annotation

databases are incomplete and in constant evolution. At the time we performed the annotations,
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GSTA1 and GSTA3 were only associated with “metabolism” in GOA but the situation has

evolved since, and GSTA1 is now annotated with “glutathione metabolism” in GOA.

The use of the “True Path Rule” in GOTM results in an aggregation of the information in the

highest nodes of the DAG. This allows an easier identification of well annotated but high-level

pathways. Coarse-grained terms like “metabolism” and “cellular metabolism” are both associated

with more than 20 genes of the HO cluster but bears little informative knowledge in the

perspective of its biological interpretation. Pruning those two terms leads to an annotation with

only 12 genes (GOTM) and 9 genes (GOA) associated with the 16 enriched terms left (Table 1).

The resulting representativeness of the cluster annotation – 15% in GOA and 20% in GOTM – is

clearly questionable. Moreover, 7 out of 15 enriched terms (46.6%) in GOTM and 2 out of 7

enriched terms (28.6%) in GOA are specifically associated with two genes: GCLC and GCLM.

These genes should not be over-representative in a cluster annotation perspective. If we prune

away the two coarse-grained terms and those specifically associated with GCLC/GCLM, the

annotation of the HO cluster drops to 6 enriched terms associated with 10 genes in GOTM and 3

enriched terms associated with 7 genes in GOA.

GOA+PubGene

Queries in the PubGene database retrieved 856 GO Process terms associated with 49 genes of the

HO cluster. This list was shortened to 336 terms having a strong association to the whole cluster

(probabilistic score ≤ 0.01) [17]. Sixty-three terms were enriched and associated with at least two

genes (Figure 1B). The PubGene and GOA annotations shared 9 terms (13.4%), 4 terms (6%)

were specific to GOA and 54 (80.6%) to PubGene. With the latter method, 10 false positives

terms (precision 84.1%) were discarded from the annotation. These terms were easily identified
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after reading of the associated titles/abstracts. They often resulted from the ambiguity of the gene

symbols (the official symbol of the glucosidase beta acid gene is GBA and it can be confused

with the acronyms of “gibberellic acid”, ”4-guanidinobutyric acid” or ”gamma-band activity”), or

from obvious text-mining shortcomings (“cellulose metabolism” associated to ”fat+cellulose

diet” studies or ”cellulose chromatography” studies). The recall of the literature annotation was

not evaluated because it was impossible to quantify the false negatives. The remaining 57

enriched GO Process terms found by at least one of the two methods were associated with 35

genes (58.3%) of the HO cluster (Table 1). The bias toward GCLC/GCLM was still important

with 15 specific terms (26.3%) but this method saved 43 enriched terms to account for the

remaining 33 genes. When only 7 GO terms were enriched with GOA alone (Figure 1A), 13

terms associated with an evidence code were enriched with the combination of the two methods

(Figure 1B). Six annotated – but not enriched – terms in GOA are brought back by good

associations in the literature index.

Combining GOA and PubGene annotations emphasized four sub-DAGs in the Process hierarchy

of GO representing 41 enriched terms (71.9% of the enriched terms) and 22 genes (61.1% of the

annotated genes and 36.6% of the HO cluster genes).

• Pathway #1: lipid metabolism (Figure 3). This pathway gathers 6 terms annotating 7 genes.

Most of these terms specifically emphasize the “steroid metabolism” process. Three genes

are associated with one related pathway: “digestion” and one of its child terms “regulation

of cholesterol absorption”.
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• Pathway #2: amino acid and cofactor metabolisms (Figure 4). Ten terms annotating 5 genes

are pooled under the “amino acid and derivative metabolism” process. Five terms

annotate 7 genes under “cofactor metabolism”. This pathway links the cysteine

metabolism (and its derivatives like taurine) with the “glutathione metabolism”

(associated with 6 genes of which the glutathione S-transferase A1 and A3). The ”heme

metabolism” process which is associated with 4 genes (HMOX1, NR1I2, GCLC, GCLM)

and its child node ”heme oxidation” is also associated with HMOX1.

• Pathway #3: response to stimulus (Figure 5). Nine genes are associated with 6 children

terms of “response to stimulus”. This stimulus can be either biotic (3 genes are associated

with “cellular defense response” and 3 terms of the “cytokine biosynthesis” process are

enriched) or abiotic (5 genes associated with “response to hydrogen peroxide” and 6

genes with “xenobiotic metabolism”). Most of the proteins coded by these genes (GSTA1,

GSTA2, GCLM, GCLC, ALDH1A1) are active in the xenobiotic detoxification processes

and NR1I2 is a nuclear receptor which is a transcriptional regulator of some cytochrome

P450 genes. This pathway is strengthen by two related processes: the “cell redox

homeostasis” and the “induction of apoptosis by oxidative stress”.

• Pathway #4: transport (Figure 6). Eight genes are associated with 9 children terms of

“transport”. Three terms emphasize the transport mechanisms mediated by vesicles. The

EXOC7 gene encodes a protein of the exocyst complex, a cellular structure essential to

exocytosis and that may also play a role in modulating microtubule dynamics [21]. The

related enriched term “membrane fusion” is associated with 2 genes.
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DISCUSSION

Annotation methods
In the annotations based on evidence (GOTM and GOA), the over-expressed genes in hemin

overload situation are associated with the metabolisms of lipids and glutathione (Figure 2). As a

matter of fact, glutathione is involved in many vital mechanisms including antioxidation,

maintenance of the redox state, immune response modulation and xenobiotics detoxification

[22,23]. From these annotations, it is obvious that the informations found in annotation databases

are highly relevant but not well suited to statistical enrichment as they narrow to rather general

biological pathways when related to a cluster of 60 genes.

Nevertheless, the combination of these informations with associations extracted from the

biomedical literature appends a large number of true positives terms to the annotation of the HO

cluster. The resulting functional profile of this cluster is therefore more comprehensive and its

representativeness is better as the number of annotated genes and the overall number of genes

associated with each terms are increased [17]. This term-enrichment brings comprehensiveness in

two ways. The first is an improved accuracy of the annotation: in a given pathway, the

granularity of the enriched GO terms is finer for literature compared to evidence (depths of

enriched literature terms in the DAG are higher than that of enriched evidence terms). For

example, the five genes annotated with ”cellular lipid metabolism” in GOTM (Figure 2) are

annotated with “steroid metabolism” and three children nodes with our method (Figure 3). The

second way to improve our cluster understanding is to provide supplementary pathways. The

method’s recall cannot be easily calculated without knowing all the relevant terms for the HO

cluster, but the literature brings forward relevant pathways not enriched and sometimes even not

annotated at all in the evidence annotation. Despite its ‘natural’ relevance regarding the oxidative
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stress caused by high concentration of hemin [24], the Pathway #3 (Figure 5) was only identified

by PubGene. In Pathway #2 (Figure 4), the ’obvious’ “heme metabolism” pathway was also

neither identified by GOTM nor by GOA.

It is however demonstrated that our method is less precise (in the perspective of information

retrieval systems) than those based only on the annotation databases and that many improvements

need to be made to the NLP techniques used to mine associations in the scientific literature. For

example, the rather simple ‘occurrence assumption’ of PubGene is particularly sensitive to

artifactual associations. The term “protein transport” was for example associated with 17 genes

but only one had a direct implication in the protein transport mechanisms. This shortcoming

mostly concerns words (terms) commonly used in natural language in biology and therefore

frequently employed in the titles/abstracts of scientific articles. These terms are however usually

high-level (low depth) terms of the Gene Ontology, and thus bear less information.

Annotating genes using text-mining of the biomedical literature can reveal relatively indirect

associations. But these associations can still make sense and be accurate in the perspective of

associating biological processes to a gene cluster. However, these indirect annotations are less

relevant for molecular functions and cellular components.

Iron overload and oxidative stress

From a biological point of view, the accuracy of our functional annotation method is supported

by the identification of well known pathways associated with our cluster of over-expressed genes

in iron overload and by the coherence between those pathways.

For example, in Pathway #3 (response to stimulus, Figure 5), the two subunits of the glutamate-

cysteine ligase (gamma-glutamylcysteine synthetase) — the first rate limiting enzyme of
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glutathione synthesis — are linked with the ”response to hydrogen peroxide” and directly

associated with the cellular detoxification (”cellular defense response”). Glutathione is known to

be an ubiquitous molecule found in all parts of the cell where it fulfils a range of functions from

detoxification to protection from oxidative damage. In Pathway #2 (amino acid and cofactor

metabolism, Figure 4), the enriched GO term ”glutathione metabolism” is associated with six

genes including GCLC /GCLM and the glutathion S-transferases (GSTA1 /GSTA3). The alpha-

class glutathione S-transferases (GSTs) protect various cell types from oxidative stress and lipid

peroxidation. These enzymes are involved in cellular defense against toxic, carcinogenic, and

pharmacologically active electrophilic compounds [25]. The biological link between GCL and

GSTs highlighted by our annotation method is therefore coherent. Besides, this link is reported in

a recent study by Wielandt et al. [26].

Putative iron regulation mechanisms

Our functional annotation method may also suggest putative iron regulation mechanisms. The

Pathway #4 (transport, Figure 6) propose a putative link between hemin overloaded Caco-2 cells

and vesicular trafficking. Indeed, this pathway includes the EXOC7 gene which encodes a protein

of the exocyst, a conserved eight-subunit complex involved in the docking of exocytic vesicles

[27]. This biological link between iron transport and the exocyst was also recently reported for

genetic anemia in mice [28]. Furthermore the TSPAN8 gene (encoding a member of the

tetraspanin family) is also included in the Pathway #4 and indirectly associated with the

transcytosis biological process [29].

The underlying biological relations of these two processes (transport and vesicular trafficking)

with iron metabolism in Caco-2 cells are presently not known. Nevetheless, we cannot exclude
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the participation of such processes as they have been previously described for the cellular

relocalization of iron transporters in response to iron stores [30-33].

Conclusions

Our functional annotation method applied to a cluster of 60 genes over-expressed in Hemin

Overload (HO) situation in Caco-2 cells highlights four subDAGs in the Process hierarchy of

GO: lipid metabolism, amino acid and cofactor metabolism, response to stimulus and transport.

The accuracy of this functional profile is supported by the identification of well known or

recently characterized pathways associated with the iron overload (response to oxidative stress,

glutathione metabolism).

Our functional annotation method also allowed us to elaborate in silico perspectives on the

regulation of iron uptake in Caco-2 cells. These assumptions yet require a biological validation.

This validation is however a complex task as some actors of the iron homeostasis process are

only putative or not clearly identified (see for example the discussions about the role of the

human proton-coupled folate transporter/heme carrier protein 1 hPCFT/HCP1 [31,34,35]).

Though this process cannot be fully explained with present knowledge our in silico hypotheses

are supported by recent evidences and could therefore be an interesting starting point for the

biologists working on the iron metabolism and absorption (in vitro and in vivo). Further research

will therefore confirm, refine or cancel our annotation work.

It is also clear that many gene products of the HO cluster are not yet functionally characterized

and could be new potential actors involved in one of the molecular pathways underlying the iron

overload.

Our functional annotation method is a valuable tool designed to help the biologist understand the
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biological links between the genes of a cluster, elaborate working hypotheses and direct future

work.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1 - Overlaps between annotation methods

Number of enriched GO terms associated with at least two genes in each annotation methods. (A)

Overlap between GOTree Machine (GOTM) and Gene Ontology Annotation (GOA). (B) Overlap

between GOA and PubGene. In brackets: number of true positives terms retrieved by PubGene.

Figure 2 - GOTM/GOA annotation of the HO cluster

Enriched GO terms associated with at least two genes of the HO cluster. GOTree Machine

annotation terms in grey rectangles. GOA annotation terms in bold rectangles. Annotated genes

are associated with all parent terms.

Figure 3 - Pathway #1 (Cellular lipid metabolism and digestion)

Enriched GO terms associated with at least two genes of the HO cluster: GOA (lightgrey),

PubGene (darkgrey), GOA+PubGene (black).

Figure 4 - Pathway #2 (Amino acid and cofactor metabolisms)

Enriched GO terms associated with at least two genes of the HO cluster: GOA (lightgrey),

PubGene (darkgrey), GOA+PubGene (black).

Figure 5 - Pathway #3 (Response to stimulus)

Enriched GO terms associated with at least two genes of the HO cluster: GOA (lightgrey),

PubGene (darkgrey), GOA+PubGene (black). The terms ”defense response”, ”immune response”
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and ”response to stress” were found by GOA but were not enriched or only associated with one

gene.

Figure 6 - Pathway #4 (Transport)

Enriched GO terms associated with at least two genes of the HO cluster: GOA (lightgrey),

PubGene (darkgrey), GOA+PubGene (black).
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